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Shame, guilt or satanic influence will convict; the Holy Spirit will deliver.
Don’t expect wisdom and deliverance without a teachable spirit.
A wounded core from childhood will amplify rebellion and stop social and emotional
development (Arrested Development) from the age at which it occurs (Isaiah 28).
Knowing right from wrong will not control behavior. Wrong behavior will only be
recognized after the fact. Emotions will rule!
The Hebrew culture declares age 13 to be the age of accountability.
Birth to age 13 is the age of the “directive parenthood” period, guided thinking
13 to 18 = is the age of “parental management” protection from wrong choices
18 to 30 = the age of “monitored decisions” by the mature men in the culture
30 on is the “maturity” age dedicated to helping the younger generation.
Up to age 13, three chemicals are absent: Serotonin, Dopamine and Norapenephren
Children cannot rationalize conflict or rejection at this young age.
Works & shame run their lives as they try to discipline themselves, but can’t.
They try to earn value or God’s grace, but continue to feel unworthy
Some may develop a martyr complex and indulge in self punishment
Ref: “Children Are Wet Cement” by Anne Ortland
A rebellious spirit is always, 100% of the time, a symptom of “Arrested Development”
which creates fear of rejection from early childhood. Adrenalin is continually dispensed
causing perpetual anxiety preventing the ability to relate to reality and make proper
decisions. The absence of balanced parental guidance may be a contributor. Experiencing
incest, molestation and sexual abuse are common causes and common results. The young
victims usually repeat their experience or behavior as adults if the trend is not broken.
Experiencing SHAME = “I am wrong and defective”
Experiencing GUILT = “I behave wrongly and am defective”
Results: Riding with the tide and going with the flow and never moving beyond
arrested development to the age of quality decisions and choices.
“Heart” as seen in Scripture means “The Sub conscience mind”
The brain will not regenerate lost or damaged cells, however, it will many times,
given time, re-wire new connections in other sections of the brain to compensate
for the damage or loss.
There are documented cases of recipients with transplanted hearts developing an
awareness of unknown facts about the donor that could not be explained except to
conclude that DNA from the new heart has transmitted information to the knowledge
center, the soul (mind, will and emotions), of the brain.
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A “negative” destructive thought or “image” can impact the mind instantaneously, but it
may take up to 3 years for that brain to re-wire the “self forgiveness” factor and provide a
path to healthy constructive thought processes after a solid decision is made to repent.
Even then it will only happen with a firm choice to pursue a new discipline and receive
solid counseling to avoid going beyond the temptation stage in a situation that brings on a
regressive thought process.
Temptation is not the “sin.” Jesus was tempted many times, but He immediately spoke
against it before temptation could take root. Yielding to the pull of the temptation
initiates the destruction. (See “Tongue Authority” a separate article).
The blood covers wrong behavior of which we are not aware, or don’t recognise or that
we don’t deliberately or strategically plan in opposition to God’s wisdom and counsel.
We can be thankful for Scriptures like 1 John 2:1.
Men are on average 90% sexually motivated and 10% emotionally motivated
Women are on average 10% sexually motivated and 90% emotionally motivated
The brain dispenses a toxin, Oxitogen, within 15 seconds after an orgasm. The brain will
quickly re-wire to immediately emit the toxin during future sexual temptations. This
is one of several reasons why the Bible opposes premarital sex and adultery.
PORNOGRAPHY IS ADULTRY!!!
Pornography, metaphorically speaking, imprints a perfect air brush fantasy in the mind
more beautiful than reality could ever be. Oxitogen has taken over. The perfect “Barbie
Doll” image has the victory, no stretch marks, no extra fat or aging symptoms, no
pimples or freckles; everything becomes perfect in the distorted entrapped mind.
Satan is pleased to take away the need for a partner. He wants to destroy, not only
marriage; he wants to destroy the human race, God’s children.
Pornographic images initiate the most rapid re-wiring of the brain, sometimes within
minutes.
The process of forgiving requires the longest time for rewiring the brain, up to 3 years
even if there is a strong passion to forgive.
Solution:
The brain rewires through speaking new runs, new thalamus, which are egg shaped
structures of gray matter that form the dorsal subdivisions of the diencephalons adjacent
to the prominent and dominant subliminal destructive thought paths. As stated earlier, up
to 3 years may be required to rewire and recreate a stable mind once the source has been
identified and dealt with..
The thalamus in our brain will respond only to our speaking voice. In 21 days you
can talk yourself out of a motive.
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